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Invention Evaluation and Transfer Assistance Act

Invention-Evaluation

1. Firms or investors are far more willing to consider ideas of
independent inventors that have been reviewed and found to
have merit by competent reviewers. For this reason, the first
step in assisting independent inventors should be provision
for an impartial review of their inventions.

2. The impartial review of an invention should be done by
multiple experts who understand the steps from invention to
market success and who are familiar with the industry
involved. The people who do this work must use imagination to
see opportunities and exercise caution. They will probably
not work well in a large bureaucratic organization. The terms
of employment and remuneration of these experts should provide
an incentive for producing quality reviews without creating a
conflict of interest. The process for reviewing inventions
should depend on a number of decentralized review teams rather
than a large centralized organization.

3. To ensure a level of review quality, the reviewers should
follow uniform centrally developed guidelines and processes.

4. There are few if any, Government jobs that can prepare a
person to be an invention evaluator. Most junior Government
jobs are highly specialized, and do not involve market
analyses, production engineering, sales promotion, and other
key fields of knowledge. Further, if Government employees
were to do this work, there would be neither a practical way
to teach them nor a career path for their growth and promotion.

5. If universities or other public service organizations that
already evaluate inventions were to manage the review teams,
the personnel problems might be far easier to handle. These
organizations have already developed processes for selecting,
training, and providing for the needs of skilled evaluators.
In addition, graduate students could be employed to do
preliminary screening, both as a learning experience and to
save time for more senior evaluators. These students could
apply relatively simple criteria to weed out impractical,
unworkable, or inadequately developed ideas.

6. Inventions should be reviewed both for technical feasibility
and commercial potential. A statute creating the process
should provide latitude to develop and adjust the criteria on
the basis of experience rather than legislate the way
evaluations are made. The criteria should, however, require
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examination of an invention's sales/profit potential:
projected growth rate and market life; the competitive
situation: potential impact on the industry: risks; and
special legal, political and social factors such as
a~ti-trust, safety, ecology, and international considerations.

7. There must be extensive protection of the inventor's
proprietary rights. This includes:

A pledge of confidentially by all who process or evaluate
an invention.

Avoidance of conflict-of-interest situations for the
evaluators by preventing their reviews of inventions in
that might directly affect their personal financial
interests.

Legal certainly that submission of an invention for
evaluation does not constitute publication or affect any
patent action time limits.

8. There may be some form of initial funding to help establish
evaluation centers, but after a pre-determined startup period,
the centers must be self supporting.

9. The evaluation centers should ultimately be supported by user
fees paid by inventors and other users.

10. There should be minimum standards for the content of
evaluation results to be provided to inventors. These
standards should be authorized or mandated in legislation, but
developed and revised as necessary by an Executive Branch
agency.

11. Brief description of inventions and their evaluation may be
put into some form of data bank to help firms locate ideas for
new produc~s or processes. An inventor must have the right to
control the inclusion of his idea after being informed of the
effect inclusion may have on his ability to obtain patent
protection.

12. Some Executive Branch agency should have the authority and
funding to establish the network of centers and review teams,
set performance standards for them, perhaps provide start-up
funding, and monitor their operation. The intent of the
program and the authorities of the responsible agency should
be stated clearly, but the agency should have substantial
discretion in how the program is implemented and revised on
the basis of experience. There should be a requirement for
the agency to monitor and evaluate the performance of the
review centers.
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Title I Invention Evaluation

Firms or investors are far more willing to consider ideas of
independent inventors that have been reviewed and found to
have merit by competent reviewers. For this reason, the first
step in assisting independent inventors should be provision
for an imp§rtial review of their inventions.

2. The impartial review of an invention should be done by
mUltiple experts who understand the steps from invention to
market success and who are familiar with the industry
involved. The people who do this work must use imagination to
see opportunities and exercise caution. They will probably
not work well in a large bureaucratic organization. The terms
of employment and remunerat~on of these experts should provide
an incentive for producing quality reviews without creating a
conflict of interest. The process for reviewing inventions
should depend on a number of decentralized review teams rather
than a large centralized organization.

3. ~o ensure a level of review quality, the reviewers should
follow uniform centrally developed guidelines and processes.

4. There are few if any, Government jobs that can prepare a
person to be an invention evaluator. Most junior Government
jobs are highly specialized, and do not involve market
analyses, production engineering, sales promotion, and other
key fields of knowledge. Further, if Government employees
were to do this work, there would be neither a practical way
to teach them nor a career path for their growth and promotion.

/ 5. If universities or other pUblic service organizations were to
~)manage the review teams, the personnel problems might be far

~(~~Jreasier to handle. For example, graduate students could do
ri~JelJf 'd preliminary screening both as a learning experience and to
iJtce~~t.<.1L save time for more senior evaluators.
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6. Inventions should be reviewed both for technical feasibility
and commercial potential. A statute creating the process
should provide latitude to develop and adjust the criteria on
the basis of experience rather than legislate the way
evaluations are made.

7. There ~ust be extensive protection of the inventor's
proprietary rights. This includes:

A pledge of confidentially by all who process or evaluate
an invention.

1P - ' Avoidance of conflict-of-interest situations by the
@ evaluators.
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Legal certainly that submission of an invention for
evaluation does not constitute pUblication or affect any
patent action time limits.

There may be some form of initial funding to help establish
evaluation centers, but after a pre-determined startup
period, the centers must be self supporting.

The evaluation centers should ultimately be supported by user
fees paid by inventors,( 4M!'J.. use-{ I'. .>

10. There should be minimum standards for the content of
evaluation results to be provided to inventors. These
standards should be authorized or mandated in legislation,
but developed and revised as necessary by an Executive Branch
agency.

11. Brief description of inventions and their evaluation may be
put into some form of data bank to help firms locate ideas
for new products or processes. An inventor must have the
right to control the inclusion of his idea after being
informed of the effect inclusion may have on his ability to
obtain patent protection.

12. Some Executive Branch agency should have the authority and
funding to establish the network of centers and review teams,

~ set performance standards for them, perhaps provide start-up
5I~r~ funding, and monitor their operation. The intent of the

{;r J S program and the authorities of the respon!l'ible agency should
r(Ce

l
!/- be stated clearly, but the agency should have substantial

l~~.h discretion in how the program is implemented and revised on
1l'vtlld::t17J1.the basis of experience.
(C/ rJ7U1f.1necl £'1 ~ewc '7 ,
tA~ 13. e agency could develop and maintain a directory of testing
~~ serv s and laboratories with descriptions of their

lrrtl () capabili' and services (e.g., material fire testing,
consumer-type luation, performance claim verification).

The agency could develop d maintain a list of manufacturing
firms that invite inventors t bmit ideas. The list should
include the firms' policies and pro ures for initial
inventor contacts. This might be done u r Title II
(following) but it is put here since firms mr t be more
approachable by inventors with positive prelimina
evaluation reports. The firms might wish to restrict
invitations to inventions with positive, independent
evaluations.

14.

r
Tit Inventor's Agents

Many inventio ith commercial potential are not used
because firms and inven have trouble communicating their
interests and reaching agree ts. In other fields such as

l>...
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duct to which agents would voluntarilyEstablish a code
agree to abide.

1.

publishing, real estate, and securities, agents or brokers perform
the func 'on of pairing strangers. There is a group of "idea
brokers" or "invention promoters" who prefers this function, but
their performa ce record is not good. The Government could
stimulate the de elopment of a group of inventors' agents to
bridge the gap bet een inventors and those who would use or
finance their invent' ns. This could be done through the
following steps.

experiences with
against liable.

Invite inventors and firms to report
agreeing agents under statutory

3,

2. Publish a list of the agre 'ng agents, the services they
provide (e.g., locating purc ser or licensees, finding
venture capital, helping new b sinesses start etc.), and the
fields in which they specialize e.g., electronics,
automotive, medical, etc).

4. Allow agents to review comments and provi a rebuttal or
supplementary information -also with statUt ry protection
from liable. The reports and agent responses ould be made
available to inventors seeking an agent.

A,
"
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PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS U~~~RTAKEN IN COOPERATION WITH I~illUSTRY

1?l::.e~

Harvard University ...."lc,orees industrially supported r-esear-ch agree
ments because they can stimulate its investiGatcrs, promote technologi
cal transfer, and pr-ovLde the University '"ith vaL'cable support. At the
same time, it recognizes the need to avoid ar-r-angemer.t s chat :night com
promise, or seem to conpr-omf se , its intelle0:.ual princ:tples and purposes
and the freedom of inquiry the members of its Faculties enjoy. As an
institution, the Ur.Lve r-sdt.y benefits from public r ese ar-cn funds and the
public's trust, and it nas ~." cbl Lga td on to develop ils research discov
eries with ooncern for the public's iLter~st.

These guidelines outline some general principles -- conccr-rung how
and "hy research is conducted at the University __ with which all resaarch
agreements "ith non-gover-nment.af external sponsors (r-ef'er-r-ed to, ner-eaf' t er ,
as industrially-supported research agreements) should conCaI'm •

.l. Conduct >l!. Research

The exchange of information and the dds cuas i on and Ln t.er-chanye of
ideas ar-e basic elements of all University r ese ar-cn. Ac:reel!lent~ to per
form secret research in Harvard laboratories are ~naoceptable.

A. The proscriptions on secrecy in coope r-at; ..·e lJr:.iversity-industry
research agreements must conform with those that apply to
federally-sponsored researoh. If a research pr0je~t involves
confidential information that would inhibit free and open inter'
actions among scholars, the Unive"sity sncuLd not accept it.

B. It is essential that the r-esear-ch of students and post.doct.or-at
fellows-in-training contribute, Cl.'1U be pe r ceLved Lo ccncrt t.ut e ,
to their scholarly developme;lt. Even as indiViduals, they
shOUld not ordinarily participate in agreements that involve
confidential information or otherwisc constrain the right to
pUblish or communicate freely. Exceptions consistent "iththe
University's principles should be approved in advance by the
stUdent's Depart~ent or at a higher 'evel. In addition, Depart
ments should periodically review the work of' students engaged
in industrially-sponsored resear~h to see that the educational
commitment of the University to its students is maintained.

C. Agreements m~y permit industrial sponsors to examine completed
manuscripts for potential patent ap~~ications, but agreenents
may not restrict the rights of investigators to puulish their
findings nor to communicate their research results freely in
other ways consistent with protecting patents from "disclosure"
and other ethical and professional standards.
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Agreements to treat University-based research as confidential,
to withhold publication or delay it significantly, or to permit
sponsors to modify materials submitted for publication, are
ordinarily unacceptable.

D. The responsibility for research pro~rams and flexibility in
directing them must remain with principal investigators. Spon
sors may consult on matters of mutual concern but they may not
dictate how research shall proceed.

E. All research proposals must be approved by appropriate Depart
mental authorities.

F. Faculty members should be informed of the existence of coopera
tive agreements in their Department, and any special provisions
in these agreements should be explained to them.

G. General information on the subject, duration, funding sources,
and bUdget of each industrially-sponsored research agreement
should be openly available, along with information on whether
there are any associated exclusive or nonexclusive patent
agreements or other restrictions on open communication.

H. The support of a major portion of a faculty member's research
by a Single corporate sponsor is generally undesirable; when
ever such support is permitted, the research should be periodi
cally reviewed and approved by the appropriate Dean.

I. It is expected that these guidelines on free and open exchange
of information will be followed in all instances that involve
concepts, processes, products, and other information about
natural phenomena. There may, however, be situations (for
example, studies inVolving records of individuals or identifi
able industrial organizations, or university-coordinated educa
tional programs of an apprenticeShip character) where excep
tions to these guidelines are consistent with the University's
educational, professional, and scholarly principles. Such
exceptions should be granted only ~·ter detailed review by the
appropriate Dean with advice from appropriate Faculty Commit
tees, and the reasons should be publicly explained.

ll. Mot, yation !.2I:. Research (Conn;1 cts rJL Interest)

FaCUlty menbers have a responsibility to maintain the scholarly
character of their research. FaCUlty members who propose to participate
in industrially sponsored research must disclose in confidence to the
designated individual or committee, the nature of all personal commit
ments to, and remuneration by, the industrial sponsor. (In this con
text, personal commitments and remuneration are understood to include
equity options and holdings as well as income from conSUlting or other
services.) Questions emerging from such disclosures should be resolved
With the Dean of the FaCUlty and/or the appropriate faCUlty committees
before the University accepts the sponsored research agreement.
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Section 1. This Act may be cited as the "Innovation Evaluation and

Technology Transfer Act of 1983."

Section 2. (a) The Congr~ss finds that-

(1) innovation creates jobs, increases productivity,

competition, and economic growth; and

(2) the rate of productivity growth in the United

States over the past decade has been well below that of the

leading industrial nations; and

(3) one of the major reasons for this relative decline

in United States productivity is our failure to take advantage

of eXisting technologies.

(b) The purposes of the Act are to

(1) stimulate innovation; and

(2) increase the use of existing innovations by

matching them with potential users.

Section 3. Section 9 of the Small Business Act (15 U. s. C. 638)

is amended ---plug into the SBIR section

(1) by requiring the Small Business Administration to

coordinate with agencies conducting SBIR programs to select

top-tier SBIR proposals not receiving Federal funding but

i·:hich have been found to be technically and c omme r-c LaL'Ly

feasi.ble to be entered on the Department of Commerce's

centralized database of innovations that have been judged

by experts to show significant potential as to commercial

and technical feasibility.

(2) The Small Business Administration sh~ll provide

information to small firms concerning the potential benefits

to them of participating in the innovation evaluation program

described in Section 4 and Section 5.
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(1) The Department of Commerce shall establish five innovation

evaluation centers which shall be located at universities conducting

Federally-funded research. Each of these centers shall be

established in one of the Department of Commerce regions, but in

no instance shall more than one center be located in any region.

(a)
(2))The innovation evaluation centers shall be run by private

sector personnel under government contract. These personnel shall

be responsible f9r receiving and for conducting a preliminary
-:

screening of innovations which are submitted to them. The

preliminary screening shall be, designed to eliminate technically

and commercially faulty inventions. After the initial evaluation,

personnel shall be responsible 'for forwarding innovations which

appear technically ~nd commercially promising to two independent

reviewers chosen from a list of names selected by a Presidential

Commission. In some instances, center personnel may find it

necessary to forward innovations to outside sources for the

preliminary screening. ,." ....

.~-::c:..-

~... -

~

(b) Innovations which have passed a preliminary screening

and which have been judged by two independent r~viewers to show

significant potential as to technical and commercial feasibility

shall be described, and this description, along with the reviewers'

evaluations and relevant graphic representations, shall be entered

on a computer terminal located at the innovation evaluation

center. If the t1"JO s e c ond-vs t.age rGViei'JCrS a2:'8 in d t.s agz-e emer.t

as to the technical and commercial value of an innovation, the

proposal will be sent to a third reviewer. If the assessment of

the third reviewer is positive, th~~re~iew, along with the other

positive review, will be entered on the computer terminal.
, .

(c) Fees shall be charged for both the preliminary and the

second-stage screening, and all reviewers shall be paid for their

services.
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Section 5. The computer terminals at the innovation evaluation

centers shall be connected to a central computer which shall be

run and monitored by the Department of Co~~erce.The database

of this central computer shall be licensed for a fe-e to the

private sector. Licensees which allow third party access to the

database shall pay back to the Commerce Department a portion of

the ~ee charged by them for entry into the system. The Commerce

Department itself shall not run an on-line system; rather, it

shall act solely as the licensor of' the database.
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Section 6. A Presidential Commission which shall be under the auspices

of the Commerce Department and the National Science Foundation

shall be established. Commission members shall include repre

sentatives of Federal agencies conducting research and research

and development programs, and members from the academic and

business communities. Selection of reviewers to evaluate innovations

shall be made by this Commission •

Section 7. The Department of Commerce shall issue regulations

governing the fees to be assessed against those submitting

- innovations for review, the fees to be paid to those reviewing

the innovations, and the fees to be charged for licensing the

database. These regulations should also include guidelines

for the evaluations and guidelines to be used to protect the

proprietary rights of those submitting innovations for evaluation.

Section 8. Definitions:

"L"U'lovations 11 shall include written and graphic representations

of products, product concepts, and pDocesses~ and not include

hardware or other physical prototypes of products.

Section 9. Funds in the amount of $2,000,000. shall be authorized for

each fiscal year beginning in fiscal 1984 and. ending in fiscal 1985.

These funds shall be used to defray the start-up costs of the program

If the program is not self-supporting by the beginning of fiscal

1983, it shall be sunsetted.
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Re:.~ederal Program to Make New Inventions More
Attractive and Accessible to Industry

Background

Over the past decade the rate of productivity growth in the

United States has been we~l below that of most of the leading

industrial nations, most notably Japan and Germany. One of the

major ~easons for this relative decline in U.S. productivity is
i!i"M..
-~ our failure to take advantage of existing technological advances.

We are reputed to be the most inventive nation on earth; however,

we have not been shrewd in exploiting this innovative potential.

While American industry has failed to fully capitalize on U.S.

inventions, others have not. (Japan, for example, appears to be

~
leapfrogging us in the microchip field even though the transistor

and the integrated circuit -- both of which were critical .to the

development of this industry -- were American inventions.)

~:.:.

It'.s generally conceded that a breakdown occurs between the

spawning of new ideas and getting these ideas into the hands of

those in a position to best exploit them. Innovators -- individ

uals and.business alike :- who need assistance are unable to link

up with those who can provide it; industry, on the other hand, is

isolated from the influx of new concepts so vital to maintaining'

its competi tiveposi tion in t h'e world market. The breakdown in

matching inventions with users (such as manufacturers,venture

<l'i"L
~,~ capitalists, and marketing firms) occurs partly because of the

lack of a clear mechanism which enable.sinnovators to .commun'i ca t e

their ideas to a receptive audience. Often when new concepts'·
. "

are presented to industry from the outside, they are met with

hostility because of the "not ·invented here" mind-set prevalent

~

in many U.S. firms. ....»<:

Industry's reluctance.to accept inventions not produced

within their own confines is understandable in light of the

~.._-
~'---

large variation in quality among the inventions that are sub

mitted from the outside. Many corporations just don't want to

be bothered in siftillg out the wheat from the chaff. Inventors,
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for their part, are wary' of dealing with corporate personnel

because they are fearful that their ideas will be 'stolen or

exploited without' fair ccnpens a t.i.on , The upshot of all this

is that many good ideas 'fall into a cosmic void

if the Japenese don't snap them up first.

that is,

~
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The Proposed self-supporting Federal program outlined

below would facilitate a match between invention and industry.

Proposed Federal Program

The proposed legislation, which would be known as the

Invention Evaluation and Transfer! Assistance Act, would estab

lish a screening mechanism to provide for a first-cut evaluation

of new products and concepts. The evaluation woul,a assess techni

cal feasibility ,and commercial viability. Potential users of

ideas would be more receptive to them after such a screening.

The sc~eening would also be designed to p~otect inventors' pro

preitary rights, making inventors receptive to it as well.
"e..'

The screening woulc1,:"e done by recognized experts from both

the academic and business communities who would be paid for their

services from monies generated by the users of the program -~ QY

those submitting ideas and those seeking ideas. The reviewers

would be chosen from a list of experts in the various research

disciplines whose' names would be nominated/by Federal agencies
. ' ~/

conducting research programs, and by an ad hoc commission ap-

pointed by the Commerce Department. Actual selection of the

reviewers would be made,by Commerce in conjunction with the Na-

tional Science Foundation and the ad hoc commission. All reviewers

would, be required to sign statements of confidentiality and to use.

uniform criteria prescribed by the Commerce Department in assessing
, *the inventions submitted to them.

*The University of Oregon was one of the first places in the country
to conduct a partially Federally-funded product evaluation
program. As a result of this pilot program, an inventions
evaluation format was developed which is now used throughout
the nation as well as throughout the world. Thisforrnat -- or
one similar to it -- would be very useful in conducting the
suggested Federal program.

./
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The administration of the program would be decentralized

by establishing at least four regional centers. (The reasons

to decentralize are to make it appear a national rather than

a "Washington program" and to make it more convenient fOT

those submitting their inventions for evaluation.) These

entry points would be closely monitored by Commerce and sub

ject to centrally developed guidelines and procedures. They

would be run by private sector personnel under government con

tract. This personnel would be responsible for preliminary

screening to eliminate technically faulty inventions and for

forwarding proposals to other reviewers. The activities of each

of the centers would be centrally coordinated.

Once proposals are reviewed (promising ones would be

assessed by 3 reviewers) and are found to meet the predeter

mined standards, the review sheets would be entered on .a DOC

database along with a generic or detailed description (depending

upon the iventor's concern for his prop.ietary rights) of the

product or product conce}t evaluated. (For an extra fee, inven-,
,/

~L
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tors especially concerned about their proprietary rights could

submit their ideas solely for evaluation, keeping any information

about the proposal off the database. They could then use a

. favorable review to open doors while they sought a link-up on

their own.) The database would be licensed for a fee to private

sector users, such as large corporations, venture capitalists,

and information service providers. These licensees could in

turn allow third parties·access to the database and charge them

a fee, a part of which would be paid to the Commerce Department

as a royalty. Commerce itself would not run an on line system;

rather, it would act solely as the licensor of the database.

(NTIS currently operates an-information system similar to the

one outlined above.)
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The merit of this program is that it provides a means of

making a credible first-cut evaluation of a ~ide variety of

inventions, and also protects inventors' proprietary rights.. . . .

Furthermore, it~ the private sector to promote the program

because when those operating the system allow outside access,

they.will charge a fee, only -a portion of wh i ch would be paid

to the Commerce Department. The more use made of the system,

the greater the benefit to all concerned -- including the

economy. The program should easily pay for itself. ~~ile

minimum start-up funds would be necessary, the user fees

should more than pay back these costs within the first few

years of the program's operation.",

To Summarize: The program is designed to get-new ideas

into the hands of those who can use t.hem , It do.es this by pro

viding a credible screening mechanism to make these ideas more

attractive. It takes into account the c6~fidentiality concerns

of inventors. It helps to overcome the "not invented here"

syndrome since businesses using the sy's'iem would be in. the posi

tion of seeking out rattier than fending off the Hun at the gate.

(This, in effect, gives industry access to successful R&D projects

without having to pay any overhead costs.) The screening would·be

only a first-stage assessment to identify the risk potential of

new products. It would not, nor would it attempt .to, second

guess private sector marketing judgments as to the ultimate com

mercialpossibili ti,es of new products;' rather s-" it is designed

to encourage industry to take greater advantage of existing new

concepts that have been judged by experts to be promising. This

increases the likelihood that more firms will market and produce

new products which, in turn, would lead to the creation of new

jobs and more taxable revenue .

With the legitimacy and the credibility that a person such

as you could give to this program, it could make a real and

tangible difference to the American economy.

.
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Re:.Federal Program to Make New Inventions More
Attractive and Accessible to Industry

Background

Over the past decade the rate of productivity growth in the

United States has been well below tha~ of most of the leading

industrial nations, most notably Japan and Germany. One of the

major reasons for this relative decline in U.S. productivity is

our failure to take advantage of existing technological advances.

We are reputed to be the most inventive nation on earth; however,

we have not been shrewd in exploiting this innovative potential .

While American industry has failed to fully capitalize onU.S.

inventions,' others have not. (Japan, for example, appears to be

leapfrogging us in the microchip field even though the transistor

and the integrated circuit -- both of which were critical.to the

development of this industry -- were American inventions.)

Itt.s generally conceded that a breakdown occurs between the

spawning of new ideas and getting these ideas into the hands of

those in a position to best exploit them. Innovators -- individ

uals and.business alike:- who need assistance are unable to link

up with those who can provide it; industry, on the other hand, is

isolated from the influx of new concepts so vital to maintaining

its competitive position in th'e world market. The breakdown in

matching inventions with users (such as manufacturers, venture

capitalists, and marketing firms) occurs partly because of the

lack of a clear mechanism which enables innovators to communicate

their ideas to a receptive audience. Often when new concepts

are presented to industry from the outside, they are met with

hostility because of the "not invented here" mind-set prevalent

in many U.S. firms.· ./,,~.

~~

JfYJ, _.-
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Industry's reluctance to accept inventions not produced

within their own confines is understandable in light of the

large variation in quality among the inventions that are sub

mitted from the outside. Many corporations just don't want to

be bothered in sifting out the wheat from the chaff. Inventors,
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for their part, are wary of dealing with corporate personnel

because they are fearful that their ideas will be ~tolen or

exploited without' fair conp ens a t Icn . The upshot of all this

is that many good ideas fall into a cosmic void -- that is,

if the Japenese don't snap them up first.

The Proposed self-supporting Federal program outlined

below would facilitate a match between invention and industry.

Proposed Federal Program

The proposed legislation, which would be known as the

Invention Evaluation and Transfer Assistance Act, would estab-

lisha screening mechanism to provide for a first-cut evaluation

of new products and concepts. The evaluation wouLd assess techni

cal feasibility.and commercial viability. Potential users of

ideas would be more receptive to them after such a screening.

The sc:reening would also be designed to protect inventors' pro

preLtar-y rights, making inventors re.ceptive to it as well.

The screening woulr1,~e done by recognized experts from both

the academic and business communities who would be paid for their

services from monies generated by the users of the program -- by

those submitting ideas and those seeking ideas. The reviewers

would be chosen from a list of experts in the various research

disciplines whose' names would be nomi.na t ediby Federal agencies
»>:

conducting research programs, and by an ad hoc commission ap

pointed by the Commerce Department. Actual selection of the

.. ' reviewers would be made. by Commerce in conjunction with the Na-

tional Science Foundation and the ad hoc commission. All reviewers

would be required to sign statements of confidentiality and to use

uniform criteria prescribed by the Commerce Department in assessing

*the inventions submitted to them.

*The University of Oregon was one of the first places in the country
to conduct a partially Federally-'funded product evaluation
program. As a result of this pilot program, an inventions
evaluation format was developed which is now used throughout
the nation as well as throughout the world. This format -- or
one similar to it _. would be very useful in conducting the
suggested Federal program.
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The administration of the program would be decentralized

by establishing at least four regional centers. (The reasons

to decentralize are to make it appear a national rather than

a "Washington program" and to make it more convenient for

those submitting their inventions for evaluation.) These

entry points would be closely monitored by Commerce and sub-

ject to centrally developed guidelines and procedures. They

would be run by private sector personnel under government con

tract. This personnel would be responsible for preliminary

screening to eliminate technically faulty inventions and for

forwarding proposals to other reviewers. The activities of each

of the centers would be centrally coordinated.

Once proposals are reviewed (promising ones would be

assessed by 3 reviewers) and are found to meet the predeter

mined standards, the review sheets would be entered on a DOC

database along with a generic Or detailed description (depending

upon the iventor's concern for his proprietary rights) of the

product or product concej.cievaLuated , (For an extra fee, inven-
/
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tors especially concerned about their proprietary right's could

submit their ideas solely for evaluation, keeping any information,

about the proposal off the database. They could then use a

favorable review ,to open doors while they sought a link-up on

their own.) The database would be licensed for a fee to private

sector users, such as large corporations, ventur~ capitalists,

and information service providers. These licensees could in

turn allow third parties'access to the database and charge them

a fee, a part of which would be paid to the Commerce Department

as a royalty. Commerce itself would not run an on line system;

rather, it would act solely as the licensor of the database.

(NTIS currently operates an information system similar to the

one outlined above.)

P"
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The merit of this program is that it provides a means of

making a credible first-cut, evaluation of a wide variety of

inventions, and also protects inventors' proprietary rights.

Furthermore, it~ the private sector to promote the program

because when those operating the system allow outside access,

they-will charge a fee, on'ly va portion of which would be paid
,

to the Commerce Department. The more use made of the system,

the greater the benefit to all concerned -- including the

economy. The program should easily pay for itself. While

minimum start-up funds would be necessary, the user fees

should more than pay back these costs within the first few

years of the program's operation.

To Summarize: The program is designed to get 'new ideas

into the hands of those who can use them. It do~s this by pro-

vidinga credible screening mechanism to make these ideas more

attractive. It takes into account the c6~fidentiality concerns

of inventors. It helps to overcome the "not invented here"

syndrome since businesses using the system would be in the posi

tion of seeking out rather than fending off the Hun at the gate.

(This, in effect ,gives industry access to successful R&D proj ects

without having to pay any overhead costs.) The screening would,be

only a first-stage assessment to identify the ri~k potential of

new products. It would not, nor would it attempt ,to, second

guess private sector marketing judgments as to the ultimate com-

mercial possibilitips of new products; rather, ,it is designed

to encourage industry to take greater advantage of existing new

concepts that have been judged by experts to be promising. This

increases the like~ihood that more firms will market and produce

new products which, in turn, would lead to the creation of new

jobs and more taxable revenue.

With the legitimacy and the credibility that a person such

as you could give to this program, it could make a real and

tangible difference to the American economy.
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Section 1. This Act may be cited as the "Innovation Evaluation and

Technology Transfer Act of 1983."

Section 2. (a) The Congress finds that-

(1) innovation creates jobs, increases productivity,

competition, and economic growth; and

(2) the rate of productivity growth in the United

States over the past decade has been well below that of the

leading industrial nations; and

(3) one of the major reasons for this relative decline

in United States productivity is our failure to take advantage

of existing technologies.

(b) The purposesof the Act are to

(1) stimulate innovation; and

(2) increase the use of existing innovations by

matching them with potential users.

Section 3. Section 9 of the Small Business Act (15 U. s. C. 638)

is amended ---plug into the SBIR section

(1) by requiring the Small Business Administration to

coordinate with agencies conducting SBIR programs to select

top-tier SBIR proposals not receiving Federal funding but

which have been found to be technically and commercially

feasi.ble to be entered on the Department of Commerce I s

centralized database of innovations that have been judged

by experts to show significant potential as to commercial

and technical feasibility.

(2) The Small Business Administration shall provide

information to small firms concerning the potential benefits

to them of participating in the innovation evaluation program

described in Section 4 and Section 5 .
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Section 4.

(1) The Department of Commerce shall establish five innovation

evaluation centers which shall be located at universities conducting

Federally-funded research. Each of these centers shall be

established in one of the Department of Commerce regions, but in

no instance shall more than one center be located in any region.

(a)
(2);The innovation evaluation centers shall be run by private

sector personnel under government contract. These personnel shall

be responsible for receiving and for conducting a preliminary

screening of innovations which are submitted to them. The

preliminary screening shall be designed to eliminate technically

and commercially faulty inventions. After the initial evaluation,

personnel shall be responsible for forwarding innovations which

appear technically and commercially promising to two independent

reviewers chosen from a list of names selected by a Presidential

Commission. In some instances, center personnel may find it

necessary to forward innovations to outside sources for the

preliminary screening.

(b) Innovations which have passed a preliminary screening

and which have been judged by two independent reviewers to show

significant potential as to technical and commercial feasibility

shall be described, and this description, along with the reviewers'

evaluations and relevant graphic representations, shall be entered

on a computer terminal located at the innovation evaluation

center. If the t1vO ae c ond-va t age revie~,,~crs are in disagreement

as to the technical and commercial value of an innovation, the

proposal will be sent to a third reviewer. If the assessment of

the third reviewer is positive, tha~review, along with the other

positive review, will be entered on the computer terminal.

(c) Fees shall be charged for both the preliminary and the

second-stage screening, and all reviewers shall be paid for their

services.
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Section 5. The computer terminals at the innovation evaluation

centers shall be connected to a central computer which shall be

run and monitored by the Department of Commerce. The database

of this central computer shall be licensed for a fee to the

private sector. Licensees which allow third party access to the

database shall pay back to the Commerce Department a portion of

the fee charged by them for entry into the system. The Commerce

Department itself shall not run an on-line system; rather, it

shall act solely as the licensor of the database.

Section 6. A Presidential Commission which shall be under the auspices

of the Commerce Department and the National Science Foundation

shall be established. Commission members shall include repre

sentatives of Federal agencies conducting research and research

and development programs, and members from t he academic and

business communities. Selection of reviewers to evaluate innovations

shall be made by this Commission.

Section 7. The Department of Commerce shall issue regulations

governing the fees to be assessed against those submitting

innovations for review, the fees to be paid to those reviewing

the innovations, and the fees to be charged for licensing the

database. These regulations should also include guidelines

~-.~-

~~~

~,
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for the evaluations and guidelines to be used to protect the

proprietary rights of those submitting innovations for evaluation.

Section 8. Definitions:

"Innovations" shall include written and graphic representations

of products, product concepts, and p!locesses, and not include

hardware or other physical prototypes of products.

Section 9. Funds in the amount of $2,000,000. shall be authorized for

each fiscal year beginning in fiscal 1984 and ending in fiscal 1985.

These funds shall be used to defray the start-up costs of the prograr

If the program is not self-supporting by the beginning of fiscal

1988, it shall be sunsetted.
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Guidance for the Submiasion
of an Energy-Related Invention' Evaluation Request

to the National Bureau of Standards
Office of Energy-Related Inventions

The disclosure of an invention should include information required by NBS
Form 1019, but the format ma? vary Widely depending on a number of factors.
Below are some suggestions that the inventor should consider in preparing
the description of the invention to be submitted with. the Evaluation Request
Form 1019.

Make a Complete Disclosure. The principal requirement in submitting a request
is a thorough and complete invention disclosare which describes the invention
in detail. It is extremely important to submit all information which is avail
able even if the method of presentation and orgnization is not professional in
nature. Test data and information·on how tests were conducted· ere particularly
important, since no testing will be dorte by NBS in the evaluation.

Emphasize the Energy Relation. The program is interested in all energy-related
inventions including both those that involve'energyconservstion and those that
involve alternate sources of energy. The inventor's disclosure should emphasize
and document to the extent possible, the amount of energy saved or made available
through an alternate source.

Realize that it is only after the invention reaches the commercialization stage
that its ultimate contribution to the solution of our energy problem can be
realized. It is not necessary to calculate energy savings exactly, but the
potential should be very clearly indicated.

Time to Process Your Request. Do not expect an immediate res~onse to your request
for evaluation. The evaluation process is time-consuming and there are large
numbers of submittals to process. While you are waiting for an answer continue
the work necessary to develop the product and search cut other sources of capital.
Submission of an invention to NBS for evaluation is no guarantee that it will be
recommended to the Department of Energy (DOE), and a recommendation is no guarantee
that you will get what you seek.

Describe Your Competition. Y~ke an effort to find out if there are other similar
products on the market. Detail the known competition and document why your ir~'en

tion is better technically or from an energy standpoint.

Give the Status of Your Invention. Address the question of what needs to be done
to bring the invention closer to use. Indicate what you would like in the event
of a favorable evaluation - support for research, development or testing; assistance
for promotion or marketing; purchase and use hy the Government; or simply an opinion
that your disclosure describes a technically valid invention.

,i ..',";
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Emphasize the Innovative Aspect. Disclosures involving common devices,such
as windmills, wave machines., furnaces ,carburators, internal combustion
engines, and space heaters, have already been submitted in quantity to the
Bureau. Most of the ideas involved are neither new nor innovative. Be sure,
therefore, to point out and highlight new principles or innovations. that are
involved, particularly if the invention is of a common device class.

Be Factual and Realistic. KnowledAeable technical and business-oriented
people will be evaluating the proposal. Prepare the disclosure with that
in mind and do not make claims which can't be justified or substantiated by
data or information in the disclosure.

Disclosure Review and Analysis. The first step in the evaluation process is
to determine if the disclosure. describes an energy-related invention in a way
suitable for evaluation. An invention disclosure will not be accepted for
evaluation if:

The potential for energy saving is not evident, or if use of or
release of nuclear energy is involved.

It is solely a proposal to do research and development; that is,
a proposal to study an insufficiently developed idea with the
hope of discovering an invention or to find a solution to a
general problem.

It is only a suggestion or an idea, without sufficient technical
depth and detail, submitted for development by the Government.

It contains obvious technical flaws; for example a perpetual
motion or self-sustaining device.

It proposes an extremely large-scale engineering or study project
requiring an extensive. evaluation to determine feasibility.

It is unintelligible, unclear, or so poorly organized that an
evaluator could not understand what was being presented.

Evaluation and Recommendation. NBS's responsibility is to evaluate the
invention, not to determine if the resources you propose to use in developing
the invention are appropriate. DOE will make that determination once the
invention is recommended to them by NBS.

In preparing your disclosure, therefore, concentrate on the invention.
Include information on your company and its qualifications, or on how much
you propose to spend in development, only if it makes the details of your
invention clearer or helps to justify your claims.

9/30/81
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EVALUA~ION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

Introduction

Since 1975 the Office of Energy-Related Inventions (OERI) at the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has been evaluating energy

related inventions submitted by independent inventors and small

businesses who are seeking support from the Department of Energy

(DOE) to develop or market the inventions.

To qualify for support under the program, the invention or new

product needs to be technically and commercially feasible and new in

the sense that it offers an unrealized potential for saving energy or

increasing the supply of energy; it mayor may not be new in the

patentable sense. The invention need not be patented and may be in

any stage of development.

As of the end of calendar 1981, 17,746 evaluation requests had been

submitted to OERI. Of these, about half were acceptable for evalua

tion; i.e., found to be within the scope of the program and suffi

ciently developed and described to qualify for evaluation. Almost

200 had been recommended by OERI to DOE for support. Over 100 had

been awarded grants by the DOE Support Office, totaling approxi

mately $9,000,000.

1



In this paper I would like first to describe the evaluation process

and document our evaluation experience. I then wish to present

findings relative to characteristics of "evaluation" as a principal

element in the process of technological innovation. The findings

should be of interest to companies, new venture organizations, and

financing sources, who are faced with the problem of reviewing new

ideas or products and identifying those suitable for investment.

The Evaluation Process

'In the Energy-Related Inventions Program (ERIP), an invention can be

'submitted to OERI for evaluation at any time. Evaluation and grant

award is a continuous process. There is no fee for evaluation. The

"Program :is designed principally for use by independent inventors and

very small businesses.

When a request for evaluation is received by OERI, the invention

disclosure is reviewed and either accepted for evaluation or not. It

is not acceptable if it is not energy-related, is concerned with

nuclear energy production or use, is obviously fallacious (perpetual

motion,forexample), or if the disclosure is insufficient to enable

evaluation.

Evaluation is conducted in two stages by OERI ,staff engineers,

utilizing the consulting services of 8 contracting firms and a large

2
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number of individual consultants. Consultants are added and sub

tracted from our list continually, as invention subject areas change

and in response to staff assessment of consultant performance. The

current list. of consultants contains some 250 names, including

scientists and engineers who are in private professional practice,

and who are on the faculties of some 55 different universities.

Technical expertise represented ranges through the entire spectrum

of energy technology.

OERI staff engineers are selected on the basis of technical compe~

tence, experience in the private sector, and demonstrated engineer~

ing jUdgment. Decisions to recommend or reject are made on the basis

of staff engineering judgment and the material submitted by the

inventor, utilizing the opinions and analysis provided by the con~

sultants. No testing is performed. In the interest of liberality,

the decision process is deliberately unstructured in the sense that

no check~off lists, quantitative limits, or polling practices, are

utilized.

Technical soundness, potential energy impact, and commercial feasi~

bility are the criteria for decision. The entrepreneurial or

developmental capabilities of the inventor or other people involved

are not evaluated; the focuS is entirely on the technology. DOE in

analyZing the support requirements takes the non~technological

factors into account.

3
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The first-stage of evaluation is designed as a technical screen to

surface those inventions which seem'sufficiently,"promising" to

warrant in-depthevalua'tidn at' the .second-et.age level. The fnven-:

tion disclosure is revieiled'firstby'a staff engineer who selects a

consultant and sends the" disclosure to him for 'an: opin'ion. The

consultant is requested to examine the disclosure only to the extent

necessary to gain a good understanding of what the invention is

expected to do and how it is to be accomplished, and then to comment

briefly (1 page) on technical, commercial, or practical aspects. He,

is also to prOVide a brief description of the invention as he sees it

and recommend "Support" or "Non-Support." He is instructed t.obe

liberal and informal, and he is not to elicit or Lnccr-por-at.esany

supervisory or peer'opinions.

On receiving the consultant reView, a staff evaluator (who may not be

the same as the one who saw the invention first) selects a second

consultant and obtains a second opinion; the second reviewer ,is not

informed of the first reviewer's opinion. This process is rep13ated

as necessary until a staff evaluator makes the decision to reject the

invention or enter it into second-stage 13valuation. Two consultant

r13views are the norm.

At the second-stage level, the staff evaluator. selects a consultant

to conduct an analysis and prepare a formal r13port. The consultant

is encouraged at this level to contact the inventor and visit his

4
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facility if he feels it advisable. Usually only one consultant

analysis is conducted at the second-stage level.

If the invention is recommended, a report is prepared which includes

the material submitted by the inventor, the second-stage reviewer

report, and a summary and analysis by the OERI staff coordinator.

If the invention is rejected at the first-stage level, the inventor

is notified by a letter giving reasons for rejection using findings

of both staff and consultant reviews. If rejected at the second

stage level the consultant's report is also enclosed with the letter.

Inventors who are turned down are encouraged to refute negative

findings, submit new information, "and request reconsideration.

Evaluation can be reopened at any time, and proceeds from the point

at which it was concluded earlier. A significant percentage of

recommended inventions are rejected at least once and recommended as

a result of reopening the evaluation.

Evaluation Results

Figure 1 presents flow statistics since inception of the Program in

April 1975. "The percentage of inventions recommended is referred to

as "process yield" and estimated as the product of: the proportion

of inventions accepted for evaluation, the proportion of accepted

5
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inventions which reach second-stage; and the proportion recommended

of those completing second-stage.

Figure 2 illustrates the range of technologies evaluated and shows

how the yield differs by invention subject area.

The data of Figure 3 further describe the population of inventions

and inventors involved. Inventions evaluated are seen to be in every

stage of development, from the conceptual through new product intro-,

duction. Clearly the population served by the Program is at the

lowest end of the small business spectrum, including the individual

as, in effect, a small business with 1 employee.

Figure 4 summarizes Department of Energy activity to support further

development of the recommended inventions. A Program evaluation

effort has been initiated to determine the final outcomes resulting

from such support. Preliminary results from this evaluation effort

indicate that a substantial proportion (1/3 to 1/2) of the recom

mended and supported inventions are likely to be "successful" in the

marketplace.

Recently recommended and supported inventions are as follows:

o A method by which an applied voltage causes a reflective

aluminized mylar film to unroll and press flat against a window.

7



EVALUATION PROGRESS REPORT BY INVENTION CLASS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1981

EVALUATION ACCEPTED ACCEPTED J OF TOTAL
REQUESTS FOR COMPLETED FOR COMPLETED J OF TOTAL EXPECTED TO BE

CLASSIFICATIGN RECEIVED FIRST-STAGE FIRST-STAGE SECOND-STAGE SECOND-STAGE RECOMMENDED RECEIVED RECOMMENDED··

Fossil Fuel Production 369 273 269 65 59 19 2.1 5.8

Direct Solar 2081 1143 1114 69 66 14 11.8 0.1

" I Other Natural Sources 2594 1034 1006 60 58 14 14.6 0.6

Combustion Engines & 2019 1249 1189 80 14 13 11.4 0.1
Components

Transportation Systems, 1524 906 815 55 51 13 8.6 1.0
Vehicles & Components

Buildings, Structures 2986 2211 2135 126 111 40 16.8 1.5
'"H & Components"0>
C

'" Industrial Proces.ses 942 123 106 159 151 51 5.3 6.4'"
'" Ht sccHaneoua 2121 1223 1191 16 13 28 12.0 1.4

Out of Scope & 3089 81 80 0 0 0 11.4 0.0
Unclassifiable --- -- -

TO'f.iL,) 11731" 8843 8511 690 649 198 100.0 1.2

".:. E":";c'.,:din15 not yet classified. (Disclosure Review not completed).

. 273 65 . 19
··For Example: Foss11 Fuel Production 369 x, 269 X 59 X 100 : 5.BS
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Invention stage of Development (6/1/78-11/1/81)

Cumulative %of Total Inventions Actual
Stage of Invention All . Reaching %

Development Evaluated 2nd Stage Recommended Recommended

Concept Definition 17.4 5.6 3.3 3.3

Concept Development 43.3* 23.5 18.3 15.0

Laboratory Test 47.1 29.1 25.0 6.7
Engineering Design 56.7 45.0 35.0 10.0
Working Model 71.3 55.8 45.0 10.0
Prototype Development 78.7 65.1 60.0 15.0
Prototype Test 89.0 82.0* 70.0 10.0
Production Engineering 91.0 85.6 73.3 13.3
Limited Production &Marketing 96.5 94.9 96.7* 23.4*
Production and Marketing 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.3

Total Inventions in Category** 4332 195 60 60

*stage with largest number of inventions (mode)

Size of Company Involved (6/1/78-11/30/81)

%of Inventions
All Reaching

Number of Employees Evaluated 2nd Stage Recommended

0-1 90.6 77.2 76.9

2 - 20 7.9 19.1 18.5

21 - 100 1.0 2.2 1.5

>100 .5 1.5 3.1

Total Inventions in Category** 4684 272 65

·*Inventions for which data had been provided by inventor on application form.

FIGURE 3
InventionslInventors Population Data
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OTHER THAN FINANCIAL SUPPORT
PROVIDED

4

RECOMMENDATIONS SUBMITTED BY NBS TO DOE

198

j IN R~VIEW AT DOE

.------.......-------I.~ 55

DOE REVIEW COMPLETED

143

j NO BASIS FOR SUPPORT

.------------_. 16

SUPPORT PROCESS INITIATED

127
-8 (in process)

119

I •
PROCUREMENT ACTION INITIATED

115

PROPOSED AWARD STILL IN
PROCUREMENT

1

AWARDS ACTUALLY MADE TO INVENTORS

114 ($8.9 million)

WORK UNDER GRANT OR CONTRACT
STILL IN PROGRESS

69

WORK CALLED FOR BY GRANT OR CONTRACT COMPLETED

45

FIGURE 4
DOE Activity in Supporting NBS-Recommended Inventions (April 1975-December 1981)
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In winter the film can be rolled up to let the sunlight in

during the day, and rolled down to hold heat in at night. This

process can be reversed in summer. A grant award in the amount

of $99,500 was made to design, build, and test a demonstration

model of the "Dielectric Windowshade."

o A furnace for the melting of reactive metals and semi-conduc

tors, which need to be obtained in high purity form. It employs

high frequency heating in a manner that allows the metal being

melted to form its own crucible. An award in the amount of

$121,554 was given to build and test a prototype furnace for the

production of silicon for solar cells.

o An otherwise conventional, universal, external cylindrical

grinder retrofitted with a computer control to save energy in

removing metal. A grant in the amount of $99,328 was given to

complete engineering design and test a prototype.

o A continuously-variable hydraulic positive-displacement trans

mission with lockup, overdrive, and regenerative braking for

automotive and other vehicular uses. A grant in the amount of

$95,000 was awarded to design, bUild, and test a prototype

installed in a Volkswagen Sirocco.

11
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o A metal casting method for hollow parts. A grant in the amount

of $108,920 was awarded to construct and test a working model to

iX
,. demonstrate the heatless production of hollow-cast parts.

Evaluation As An Element in the Innovation Process

tion" as the process which governs transition from one development

marketed product. For purposes of this paper we will define "evalua-

stage to the next. That is, in evaluation as weare to discuss it, a

was given to build and test a 'laboratory model so as to

determine efficiency and feasibility.

electricity by using heat to generate the gas pressure to drive

light furnishing the heat. An award in the amount of $67,868

A hydrogen concentration cell which converts solar energy to

the cell, in effect an electrochemical heat engine with sun-

development.

involving commitment of funds at risk if the decision is to continue

decision is to be m~de to continue development towards commerciali-

knowledge and concern that action is to be taken as a result, usually

zation, or not. The decision is to be made responsibly, i.e., with

Figure 3 lists 10 stages in the development of a concept into a

o

In this view of "evaluation" the evaluator's principal role is that

of a decision-maker. While he may, after the evaluation, provide

12
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information to justify his decision or perform a secondary role as a

consultant or "sounding-board," his function is to pass or not pass

(recommend/not recommend) the submitted concept, invention, process

or product into the next stage of development.

There is need to thus distinguish "evaluation" as a transition point

in the innovation process, from "evaluation" as a service provided

for a fee or in the pUblic interest. In a service operation there is

no commitment to invest if the evaluation is positive; the evaluation

results are provided only to the inventor to serve the inventor's

purposes.

Very few inventions or new ideas are practical and will be successful

if brought to market. Further, of, say, 1000 ideas proceeding

through the 10 stages of development, most will fallout at one stage

or the other along the way, and of those reaching production and

marketing, only a fraction will "live" for any length of time.

Actual numbers passing an evaluation point will depend on many

factors--a principal one (given that the technology is sound)

probably being the people involved in the idea development; i.e., the

inventors, entrepreneurs, development engineers, managers, etc. In

this discussion we wish to disregard or hold constant the "people"

factor, as well as the many socio-political-economic factors, and

focus only on two factors:

13



o the quality of the invention or new idea as measured somehow in

intrinsic merit--technical soundness and feasibility, practi

cality, marketability, etc.

o the design features and operating characteristics of the evalu

ation process, method, or system.

If, simplistically, we assume that a particular invention or new

product can be characterized as "Good" or "Not Good", in the sense

that it will or will not be a "success" if identified and brought to

market, we can depict the most accurate or ideal result of an

evaluation process as in Figure 5A, "g" being the number of good

inventions submitted for evaluation. Unfortunately a process able

to deliver the results of Figure 5A is probably unattainable since in

effect the evaluator is seen to be infallible.

Figure 5B represents a more practical viewpoint--we know extraordi

narily "good" inventions are not always recognized by potential

investors (counted in "a" in Figure 5B); and we know that we usually

have to be liberal in our evaluation procedures to insure that we

don't miss too many good inventions (extent of liberality measured by

the size of lib" in Figure 5B).

14
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The accuracy cf an evaluation process can be defined as (g-a) + g.

The ratio (g-a) + (g-a+b) is also of interest as a measure of process

performance and will be referred to as the "discrimination" of the

process.

There are many processes which could conceivably be analyzed and

compared on the basis of the simple model of Figure 5. Our process

in OERI certainly can be, as could the operation of a venture capital

firm actively searching for ventures. Conventional Government pro

curement or grant programs may not fit the model however, since their

evaluation usually involves simultaneous assessment of relative

merits of a fixed number of items (proposals) to be evaluated, rather

than assessment of intrinsic merit on a continuous case-by-case

basis.

The reason for the above discussion is to provide a framework for

presenting findings and commenting from our experience. To sum up

the discussion, Figure 5C illustrates our estimates of OERI's per

formance in the model format. The marginal first column total of

.015 corresponds of course to the evaluation process yield discussed

earlier. We hope in the future to be able to develop an estimate of

"a' ," the fraction of good inventions we miss in the evaluation

process; at this point all we can say is that it is probably very

small, on the order of .0005.

15



5A IDEAL CASE
Evaluation Process Finding

{

Good
Actually .

Not-Good

Good

g

...Q.

Not-Good

o

1000-g

Totals

g

1000-g

Totals g 1000-g 1000

~

5B GENERAL CASE
Evaluation Process Finding

Good Not-Good Totals

{ Good g-a a g
Actually

Not-Good b 1000-g-b 1000-g

Totals g-a+b 1000-g+a-b 1000

~

5C ESTIMATED AVERAGE OERI PERFORMANCE
Evaluation Process Findin!

Good Not-Good Totals

{ Good .005 a' .005+a'
Actually

Not-Good .010 .985-a' .995-a'

Totals .015 .985 1.000

FIGURE 5 EVALUATION PROCESS MODEL
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Major Findings

The current design of the evaluation process evolved over a period of

several years. Two features which developed gradually are seen to be

of particular interest in their effect on accuracy and discrimina-

tion of the process as the two terms are defined above. These are:

(1) The Gatekeeper Role of the OERI Staff Evaluator. With the very

wide variety of invention subject areas SUbmitted, use of consultant

experts was seen to be essential from the beginning of OERI opera-

tion. However, it quickly became clear that decisions could not be

made solely on the basis of the consultant opinions. In spite of

careful consultant selections their opinions were not always

sufficient for decision, did not always agree, and at times were

incorrect.

The staff evaluator was required to add another dimension via job-

developed characteristics and abilities. The single most important

characteristic seems to be the traditional professional engineers'
,

ability to make a decision on the basis of engineering judgment with

a limited amount of information and in the face of uncertainty. In

addition, the competent staff evaluator, who is selected as a highly

competent technologist to start with, not only develops considerable

technical breadth and state-of-the-art knowledge, but also unique

abilities and skills in gathering and integrating information

pertinent to decision.

17



I've used the term "gatekeeper" in referring to the staff evaluator

because it seems so appropriate and describes the pass/not-pass

function so precisely. Nevertheless, while the function here

differs from the "information gatekeeper" function defined by

Allenl, there are some similarities and some reason to believe that

people who perform well as evaluation-type gatekeepers, will also

perform well as information gatekeepers and/or vice versa.

Figure 6 summarizes consultant statements on invention merit versus

OERI staff evaluator decisions. In first-stage evaluation each

consultant is requested to comment and make a recommendation for

"Support" or "No Support" of the invention. As noted earlier the

process is such that opinions are solicited independently from one or

more consultants until the OERI staff evaluator feels he has suffi

cient information to make a decision to pass the information into

second-stage evaluation or not. The tabulation shows that decision

may require as many as 4 consultant reviews. In Figure 6A are

tabulated the consultant recommendations, in first-stage evalua

tions, for those inventions which were eventually recommended by

OERI to DOE for support. The number 31 under column 1 and in row 1

indicates that in 31 cases, 1 consultant recommended "Support" and

another "No Support." The number 20 under column 2 and in row 1

indicates that in 20 cases, 2 consultants recommended "Support" and 1

consultant recommended "No Support."

18
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From Figure 6A it is seen that while agreement among or between

consultants is frequent, disagreement is also frequent. They were

unanimous for Support in less than half the cases (48%), and

unanimous against 13.5% of the time.

In Figure 6B are tabulated the consultant opinions for inventions

which were turned down in first-stage evaluation. Again, that

disagreement is frequent is also clear. Here, however, unanimity

occurred 83.6% of the time with respect to Non-Support, and 1.5% of

the time with respect to Support.

Generally, it would seem that the consultants find it easier to say

"No--(don't support)" than "Yes," based largely on the unanimity

differences between Figures 6A and 6B. However, the principal point

of interest is the significance of the OERI staff evaluator's role as

decision-maker. Clearly if decisions were made by vote or other

means, as many as half the recommendations would probably not have

been made to DOE, and a significant number of those turned down by

the OERI staff evaluator would have been recommended.

It was noted earlier that about 1/3 to 1/2 of NBS-recommended

inventions are expected to be "s\lccesses." For those felt to be

successes at this point, first-stage consultant opinions seem to

show basically the same pattern depicted in Figure 6A. The conclu

sion is that "good" inventions are not easily recognized.
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6A NUMBER OF INVENTIONS RECOMMENDED BY OERI
Tabulation of Consultant Opinions in First-Stage Evaluation

Number of Consultants
Who Said "Support" in

Each Case

Total
0 1 2 3 Inventions . Percentap:e

0 - 34 35 2 71 48.0
Number of

I
1 6 31 20 1 58 38.5Consultants

Who Said 2 12 5 17 11.5
"No Support"

3 1 1

I
2 1.3In Each Case

4 1 1 0.7

Total Inventions 20 71 55 3 149-
Percentage 13.5 48.0 37.2 1.3 100.0

-Excludes inventions recommended after an initial rejection, and inventions
not reviewed by consultants at first-stage level.

~

68 NUMBER OF INVENTIONS REJECTED BY OERI
Tabulation of Consultant Opinions in First-Stage Evaluation

Number of Consultants
Who Said "Support" in

Each Case

Total

Number of
Consultants
Who Said
"No Support"
In Each Case

o
1

2

3
4

v . - . J .................................00# • ",.L -.; ..........g.,..,...

- 60 54 5 119 1.5

2030 776 60 2866 33.9
4342 299 16 4657 58.3

279 37 316 4.0

30 30 0.3

Total Inventions

Percentage

6681

83.6

1172

14.7

130

1.6
5

.1

7988 100.0

100.0

FIGURE 6 Consultant Opinions in First-Stage Evaluations
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That use of a "gatekeeper", i.e., one informed decision-maker, makes

generally such a difference is not too surprising. We anticipated

this somewhat by ruling against committee-type decision-making among

consultants as well as within OERI, from the beginning. The extent

of the effect in improving accuracy and discrimination however, is

surprising, particularly that in l3.5J of the recommendations, con

sultants were unanimously negative.

(2) Wide-Open Appeal Process. Evaluation processes generally,

including those which are part of conventional Government

procurement or grant programs, as well as those operated by large

companies and venture organizations, are designed to avoid- or

minimize confrontation and argument after the fact of a negative

evaluation. The reason for this may have been originally to minimize

costs; and the design practice then continued by rote. Nevertheless,

such design practice seems to me to be dictated more as a defense

mechanism, illustrating the natural reluctance of an evaluative

authority to reverse a decision once made or opinion once given.

I believe this because in initial design of the OERI process, we gave

much bhought; and initiated some practices to discourage inventors

from corresponding subsequent to our turning them down; we were

concerned about costs involved in responding. There would have been

no need to do that if the Program was run along conventional lines;

1. e., with a fixed procurement period in which the "best" submissions

were awarded grants; as noted earlier the ERIP evaluation and grant

award process is continuous and evaluation/award is on the basis of

21



intrinsic merit.

Because of the continuous-process design, and the fact that we were

operating with pUblic funds, we were unable to maintain a policy or

practice of avoiding confrontation and argument after the fact of a

negative evaluation. To be responsive we found it necessary to

operate in a mode under which we will reconsider and reevaluate at

any time with receipt of new information. With experience we have

since found it not only necessary but advisable to provide for such a

feature: the net result of the appeal and reevaluation process has

been an increase in yield of approximately 20%.

The inventor participant in the Program can initiate an appeal; i.e.,

request reconsideration, after any decision point in the evaluation

process. Appeals can be initiated repeatedly, and reevaluation can

result in each case; in effect the decisions are never irrevocable

nor is the appeal process ever terminated by OERI. A decision is

made and the inventor notified after each appeal.

Figure 7 provides data on the incidence and results of cases where

inventors have appealed, that is, responded to our rejection with a

request for reconsideration.

Reasons for turnaround on our part, that is recommendation after

initial rejection and reconsideration, 'are varied. In almost every

22
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PROCESSDECISION·LEVEL

ACCEPT/ 1ST STAGE 2ND STAGE
NOT ACCEPT EVALUATION EVALUATION

NO. ORIGINALLY REJECTED 8805 8843 650

NO. APPEALED 1066 1567 168

NO. STILL IN PROCESS 9 144 15

ORIGINAL DECISION CONFIRMED:

AT ACCEPT/NOT ACCEPT LEVEL 906

AT 1ST STAGE EVALUATION LEVEL 143 1347

AT 2ND STAGE EVALUATION LEVEL 7 50 . 145

NO. RECOMMENDED 1 26 8

FIGURE 7 - Results of Appeal Process
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case, however, where such a turnaround has occurred, the inventor

submitted additional substantive information, which was provided in

response to problems identified or objections made by evaluators.

Reconsideration or reevaluation without submission of additional

information seemed to have no effect, suggesting that turnaround was

not simply a matter of correcting an evaluator error or misunder

standing.

Improved communications, particularly including evaluator-inventor

dialogue, seems to be a principal factor in causing turnaround.

Generally the inventor or small company makes a very poor case for

the invention. The idea or details of operation are not described

well, and information provided is insufficient or fails to focus on

and clarify important points. The appeal process and submission of

additional information very naturally compensates for this.

In some cases the inventor makes a direct design change or modifi

cation in response to OERl findings, and the improvement removes the

objection to recommendation. More often, however, the inventor

carries development a step further in order to validate claims which

we question; this then leads to design changes as a result of the

further development. Resubmissions to OERl at the later stage of

development, with the appropriate documentation, then provides a

basis for turnaround.

24
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Regardless of the reasons or mechanics of turnaround, the open appeal

policy is seen to be a highly valuable feature of the evaluation

process in its effect on increasing yield. It would seem also to

have a strong positive effect on the ability of staff evaluators to

maintain objectivity and develop the self-confidence necessary for

effective performance. The tendency to become defensive when forced

to say "no" as often as OERI evaluators do in a continuous flow of

inventions, which are thought by the inventor to be good, is a very

natural one. The open appeal process requires the evaluator to deal

with this tendency directly and rationally; i.e., by accepting and

even encouraging confrontation, with the knowledge that he is free

and even willing to be convinced.

lThomas J. Allen, "Managing the Flow of Technology: Technology
Transfer and the Dessemination of Technological Information within
the R&D Organization", pp. 141-180, The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA
(1979)
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